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Abstract— This paper describes the development of a cognitive radio system through a software-
defined radio approach, using universal software radio peripheral (USRP) devices and digital 
television equipment for communication in the UHF band. The algorithm was developed in LabVIEW 
and is based on energy detection, where the average power of the video carrier of the tv signal is 
calculated and compared with the established threshold value. As a result of detection, free 
channels are determined and assigned for the transmission of an Secondary User (SU), which will 
synchronize with the receiver the same working frequency. For the evaluation of the performance 
tests, a DTT transmitter and receiver were used, which simulate a Primary User (PU), and when the 
system detects it, it releases the frequency in use of the SU and assigns another free frequency to 
it to guarantee continuity of trasmission service. Tests were carried out to determine the efficiency 
of the system, taking into account the response time of the system and its efficiency to allow 
coexistence of systems within the same spectrum. System response times were measured, being 
1.07 s and 41.47 s the shortest and longest response time respectively, for frequency change in 
order to avoid interference with the PU. Using sampling techniques, the average system response 
time was 21.33 s, proving that the system is efficient in environments with high interference for 
services that are not sensitive to latency. 

Keywords— Cognitive Radio, USRP, SDR, WiFi, Coexistence, Interference 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The continuous technological development has generated an increase in wireless networks and 
applications a greater use of the radioelectric spectrum. If we add to this an inefficient use of this 
spectrum, they lead directly to obtaining a saturated communication systems. For this reason, 
different mechanisms have been developed to optimize the use of frequency channels [2] [17]. 

With this problem in mind, cognitive radio appears as a solution for radio spectrum congestion, 
which is characterized by sensing the spectrum and determining the portions of frequencies that are 
not used by primary users (PU) in order to be used by a secondary user ( SU) without causing 
interference between them. Additionally, theses systems have the ability to release the channel 
when a PU is going to transmit in the same channel, avoiding spectrum underutilization [19]. 

On the other hand, control entities such as ITU (International Telecommunications Union) have 
encouraged the use of software-defined radio (SDR) and cognitive radio (CR) to optimize the 
spectrum. A cognitive radio system allows detecting when a channel is free to be used. 

Despite VHF and UHF frequency bands are assigned to both analog and digital television services, 
not all frequencies are used. In such way, free channels can be determined and could be assigned for 
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use by other telecommunication services. In this context, different standards have been created for 
spectrum optimization, such as IEEE 802.22, which bases its operation on cognitive radio and allows 
to take advantage of television white spaces to be used for third-party transmission, which 
represents using spectrum more efficient. 

Due to the potential of cognitive radio and its characteristic of optimizing spectrum allocation 
and improving the flexibility of wireless communication systems, this work focuses on research 
through a bibliographic review on the detection methods that can be implemented in CR systems to 
determine free channels and allow the coexistence of communication systems, sharing the same 
spectrum and avoiding interference between them. In order to achieve this objective, software-
defined radio (SDR) platforms were used for finding, identifying and using TV white spaces of the 
UHF frequency band as a solution to spectrum congestion. In addition, performance tests were 
carried out to fix possible errors in its performance through evaluation of response times, spectrum 
detection, efficiency of the detection algorithm and consumption of system resources. 

II. COGNITIVE RADIO 

Joseph Mitola III and Gerald Q. Maguire Jr. pioneered cognitive radio, which term was first 
introduced in their article in 1999 "Cognitive Radio: Making Software Radios More Personal", where 
Mitola described how to improve the flexibility of wireless services through a radio and a new 
language known as Radio Knowledge Representation Language (RKRL). Over the years, various 
authors have contributed and reformulated the concept of cognitive radio, defining it as an 
intelligent wireless system that interacts with its environment, which learns and adapts its operating 
characteristics such as frequency, transmission power, modulation, etc., providing reliable 
communication through efficient use of the spectrum [21]. On the other hand, Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) defines this technology as a radio with the ability to vary its 
transmitter parameters based on the interaction of the system with the environment in which it 
operates [17]. 

In the same way, another concept mentions that CR is a system that detects the spectrum in its 
environment to determine whether or not to use it and intelligently obtains the necessary 
information to make decisions about transmission [22]. 

Based on these concepts, it can be said that cognitive radio is a radio frequency system that 
interacts with other systems within its spectrum and varies its operating parameters based on the 
results of spectrum sensing and thus determine the free channels to be used by unlicensed users 
transmission without causing interference to licensed users.  

A. CR Features 

A cognitive radio system has three fundamental features [22]: 

• Ability to obtain knowledge: obtaining knowledge from different sources, both internal and 
external to the CR by sensing the spectrum. This knowledge includes: the geographical 
environment and the orientation of the antennas of the different systems, distribution of users 
in the coverage area, maximum power levels, distribution of the traffic load, established 
policies for using the spectrum, preferences of users, spectrum usage patterns, the existence of 
other radio systems, the assigned frequency and bandwidth, the coverage area and the level of 
interference present, and high-speed access, or low latencies, or better cost/ performance. 

• Ability to modify its operating parameters: Characteristic that does not require user intervention 
but must be able to autonomously and dynamically adjust its operating parameters and protocols 
used based on the knowledge obtained through sensing. 

Decision making can be done centrally or distributed, through the collection of information from 
system nodes and central node (radio base or access point) and thus avoid underutilization of 
radio resources, using them most effective possible. However, when the number of nodes 
increases in the network, it becomes difficult to scale. Likewise, when networks include a set of 
base radio nodes or access points, and a large number of terminals, it is difficult to coordinate 
decisions centrally, for which reason cognitive radio systems (CRS) will require multiple decision-
making teams. decision, in a distributed architecture, which allows a scalable and efficient 
solution. 

• Ability to learn from the results obtained to continue improving their performance: This process 
aims to improve the performance of the cognitive radio system, using the information obtained 
from the actions and results stored in the previous stages. To achieve this, algorithms and 
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models are used to evaluate each action, thus being able to quickly optimize the operating 
parameters, to improve the quality of the decisions made by the system, as a way to obtain 
better performance.  

. 

B. CR Performance 

A cognitive radio system must fulfill specific functions, which are shown in Figure 1. The 
processing functions of radio frequency signals (sensing, cognitive and adaptation) are performed by 
the physical layer (PHY), while the MAC layer is responsible for collecting sensing information and 
making operating decisions. 

 
Figure 1. Stages of cognitive radio operation [19]. 

 
The concept of CR as a dynamic spectrum access technology is described by the cognitive loop. 

The cognitive system allows dynamic access to the spectrum and initiates the cognitive cycle in a 
portion of the radio spectrum, and later, with the use of devices with cognitive capabilities, detects 
the presence or absence of users through spectrum sensing, thus getting knowledge of the white 
spaces that will facilitate the analysis and allocation of the best available channel according to the 
characteristics of transmission. 

Figure 2 shows the functions that a cognitive radio must fulfill both in transmission and 
reception, where it is observed receiver needs a mechanism to sample input signal and perform 
high-frequency processing. speed that allows detecting the presence of a PU [19]. 

 
Figure 2. Structure of cognitive radio transmitter and receiver [19]. 

 
Referring to cognitive cycle, it is necessary to mention the main functions are sensing, managing, 

analyzing, allocating and sharing the spectrum. This hole cognitive process makes cognitive radio 
agile as long as it provides the ability to change operational parameters by means of learning and 
adapting to the environment. 

This cycle is made up of 4 phases as shown in Figure 3 and includes analysis and identification of 
free spectrum channels (Spectrum Monitoring), selection of frequency bands with suitable 
characteristics for secondary users (Spectrum Administration) , spectrum coordination for primary 
and secondary users (Spectrum Sharing) and spectrum mobility when licensed users start 
transmission (Spectrum Mobility) [19]. 
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Figure 3. Cognitive cycle for spectrum access [19]. 

 
Each of the phases of the cognitive cycle, and the functions of each one, are described below. 

• Spectrum monitoring 
In this phase, SU or cognitive users carry out monitoring activities on the spectrum channels to be 

used, in order to detect the presence or absence of PU activity and thus determining free channels 
and allocating them for transmission [37]. 

• Spectrum management 
It consists of selecting the most appropriate channel for communication from among all available 

channels. It refers to the technique selection to use spectrum more efficient, always keeping in 
mind PU have priority to use channels and establish communication in their own frequencies [37]. 
Initially, cognitive networks only focused on allocation and use of frequencies during the time slots 
were unused by PU, identified by spectrum monitoring. Current selection methods consider different 
policies and preferences and can be divided into two stages: spectrum analysis and decision making. 

In spectrum analysis, a spectrum characterization is performed to determine resources that can 
be used. It is necessary to explain certain concepts about the transmission channel in order to better 
understand spectrum sharing techniques. Basically, techniques mentioned above consider the 
channel as the minimum unit of spectrum necessary for operation and expect all channels to provide 
the same characteristics, therefore, same capacity [37]. Channel features to be consider are: power, 
frequency, time, directionality, polarity, coding and modulation. However, in reality it is not 
possible to consider same capacity for every channel. As a result, it is necessary to take into 
account, for instance, interference levels, path loss (due to loss of propagation), frequency 
maintenance time (frequency usage time of an SU) and link layer delay (delay In communication) 

On the other hand, when making a spectrum decision, it is necessary to select the pertinent 
operating parameters for transmission based on channel characteristics and the quality of service 
(QoS) demanded by the users [37]. 

• Spectrum sharing 
This phase describes the methods to share available spectrum channels among different cognitive 

users, depending on CR criteria. Spectrum sharing techniques are classified according to two 
criteria: 

o Classification according to your network architecture: 
Centralized: A centralized entity is defined to be in charge of controlling procedures for the 
allocation of spectral resources and the method of medium access. 
Distributed: Channel assignment is the responsibility of each network node and either local or 
global policies are used to medium access. This mechanism is more complex to implement 
because there are cases where several secondary networks compete for channels. 
o Classification according to their behavior: 
Cooperative: Cognitive users share their spectrum monitoring results from each other, in order 
to obtain more information and select the most suitable allocation algorithms. Centralized ones 
are generally considered cooperative solutions, although cooperative-distributed may also 
exist. 
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Non-cooperative: There is no exchange of information between nodes and therefore each node 
will take actions based on the information it obtains locally. 

 

• Spectrum Mobility 

The last phase of the cognitive cycle is responsible for changing features and transmission 
parameters when a PU starts using of the spectrum portion that was being used by a SU. This action 
implies SU migrates to another free frequency band, preserving communication [37]. 

The main objective is to make these transitions smooth, reducing the impact on the quality of 
communication, therefore, there must be a fast detection of the presence of the PU and an 
efficient frequency hopping.  

C. Cognitive Radio Architecture 

Basic architecture for cognitive radio system is a platform-independent, software-defined algorithm 
package, called a Cognitive Engine (CE), with a radio interface [4]. In the cognitive engine we find 
different functional modules designed for each cognitive capacity, among which we have: 
awareness, reasoning, creating solutions and adaptive control of the radio. 
Cognitive radio systems define the form of the software package as a means to provide cognitive 
radio functionality. In such a way, it can work with radio hardware platforms that allow to 
reconfigure transmission parameters. 
 

 
Figure 4. General model of a cognitive radio system [4]. 

 
Figure 4 shows a general architecture of a cognitive radio system. The cognitive engine or algorithm 
package manages the resources of the radio to execute cognitive functions by linking the machine 
learning processes together with the radio operation and adapting its operation features to achieve 
optimal performance [4]. 
Currently, there are various types of cognitive radio architectures, many of them developed by 
government agencies or educational institutions in order to optimize the use of the radio spectrum. 
Among the most outstanding: CORTEKS, which is a cognitive radio from Virginia Tech University 
that uses neural networks to detect and share the spectrum; CORVUS, which manages a group of 
unlicensed users who communicate through an ad hoc network; KNOWS, a system that detects TV 
spectral gaps through cooperative sensing that dynamically adjusts the frequency, channel time 
occupancy and bandwidth [24]. 
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Conventional architecture of a cognitive radio network are made up of two networks: primary and 
secondary. 
 
Primary or Main Network: It is the one used by the primary users. It is made up by: 

• Primary User: Primary users (PU) have an exclusive use license for a certain portion of the 
radio spectrum. The access could be managed by the users' own base station. It should not 
suffer from interferences in their transmissions caused by unauthorized user operations. PU 
do not need additional modification or function to coexist in the environment of a CR 
system [37]. 

• Primary Base Station (PBS): It is a fixed element within the network infrastructure with a 
licensed spectrum, whose main function is to provide connectivity to all network devices. It 
should be noted that the base station does not have cognitive radio capacity or 
characteristics to share the spectrum [37]. 

Secondary or Cognitive Network: It is a network with unlicensed users, which make use of a 
certain portion of the radio spectrum without affecting the normal operation of the established 
primary network. A secondary network is made up of: 

• Secondary or Cognitive User: Also known as unlicensed users. Secondary users (SU) do not 
have an established or licensed frequency of operation. Therefore, they implement CR 
functionalities and characteristics that allow them to use the spectrum dynamically without 
causing interference to PU [37]. 

• Secondary network base radio: Its function is similar to PBS. However, this base radio has 
cognitive radio characteristics that allows it to provide connectivity to cognitive radio users 
without licenses in order to use radio spectrum without produce interference [37]. 

 

 
Figure 5. Primary and secondary network of a cognitive radio network [20]. 

 

D. Cognitive Radio Standarization 

There are different proposals for standards defined by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE): 

• IEEE 802.22 (WRAN): Its purpose is to allow the deployment of regional area networks to 
promote wireless broadband services, extending the reach in dispersed geographic areas, 
such as sparsely populated rural areas that generally do not have adequate access to 
connectivity. It proposes the use of the television spectrum to unlicensed devices in the so-
called television white spaces (TVWS) 

• EEE 802.16h (WMAN): 802.16h adds CR functionalities to the IEEE 802.16 standard at the MAC 
and PHY layers to allow operation in license-free bands below 11 GHz. As a result, 
mechanisms are added to detect interference, and allow coexistence with other systems 
present in said bands. 

• IEEE 802.11.af. (WLAN): It is a standard that defines a technology to exchange data, or 
connect to a wireless network access point, thus allowing Internet access [11]. IEEE 802.11af 
was formed in 2009, which introduces modifications to the physical (PHY) and medium 
access (MAC) layers of the IEEE 802.11 standard to allow operation in TVWS in the range of 
54 MHz to 790 MHz. For this reason, the technology is known as White-Fi, using cognitive 
radio techniques and geolocation databases. 

E. IEEE 802.11af Standard 

This is a different version from 802.11 that generally operates in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands. It 
operates in the television spectrum from 54 MHz to 790 MHz and its principle is using television 
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white spaces (TVWS). Previously, white spaces had the purpose of avoiding transmission interference 
between adjacent channels, but multiple investigations ensure that the spectrum spaces could be 
used to implement communication systems that allow access to broadband internet or other services 
and also allow working simultaneously with broadcast analog and digital television [15]. It would be 
a solution for rural areas where they lack internet access infrastructure and need low-cost 
implementation alternatives. 

The 802.11af standard has a physical layer (PHY) that is based on orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM). Table 1 shows the parameters of the PHY layer of the standard, where it is 
observed that the propagation loss and attenuation due to materials is much lower compared to the 
other 2.4 and 5 GHz versions due to the fact that it uses frequencies of the VHF and UHF bands [5]. 

The main feature of the 802.11af standard is to use 114 subcarriers for the OFDM 
implementation, it also occupies channels with a bandwidth of 6, 7 and 8 MHz. Up to four channels 
or two contiguous blocks can be joined. Thus also the MIMO operation reaches up to four streams 
used for space time block code (STBC) or for multi-user operation (MU-MIMO). The maximum data 
transfer rate that can be obtained per spatial stream is 26.7 Mbps for 6 and 7 MHz channels and 35.6 
Mbps for 8 MHz channels. On the other hand, if four spatial streams are used, could get a maximum 
transfer rate is 426.7 Mbps for 6 and 7 MHz channels and 568.9 Mbps for 8 MHz channels [18]. 

TABLE I.  PHYSICAL LAYER PARAMETERS 

Modulation OFDM 

Digital Modulation BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM 

Convolutional coding rate 1/2, 3/4 

FFT size 128 

Channel bandwidth BW (MHz) 6, 7 y 8 

Guard time duration (µs) 3, 6 

OFDM subcarriers 114 

Useful subcarriers -58 a -2 y 2 a 58 con índice 0 en DC 

Pilot index ± 11, ±25 y ± 53 

 
Based on regulatory environments for use of unlicensed devices on available channels, the 

operation of TVWS is permitted on 6 MHz bandwidth channels in the United States within the 
frequencies 54 to 698 MHz. On the other hand, for Europe, the operation of 8 MHz channels is 
allowed within the frequencies of 470 to 790 MHz. In the case of Ecuador, according to Arcotel, the 
operation of 6 MHz channels is allowed on the frequencies of 54 to 698 MHz [12]. 

The topology defined by the IEEE 802.11af standard is point-multipoint, where the following 
elements are identified: 

• GDB: Geolocation databases. 

• RLSS: Secure server for registered locations. 

• STA: Stations. These can be AP-STA (Access Points) or non AP-STA (User Stations). 

The stations can be of two types, dependent (dependent) or enabling (enabling) with respect to a 
GDB. Dependent stations are those that require information to be delivered from the GDB in order to 
start in the network and maintain themselves. The enabling stations are those that, once the 
information is received from the GDB on the availability of the radioelectric spectrum, control the 
other dependent stations belonging to the same GDB. 

 
Figure 6. IEEE 802.11af network topology. 
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Geolocation databases (GDB) are responsible for storing, available frequencies by geographic 
location. The RLSS server uses GDB local database, which contains the geographic location 
information and the parameters of a number of basic service sets (BSS) of the base station. It is also 
responsible for distributing the parameters to the APs and STA. Dependent entities operation is 
controlled by an authorized GDB. The STAs maintain wireless two-way communication with the AP 
within any TVWS channel [12]. 

Figure 6 shows that the APs are working as enabling stations while the user terminals are working 
as dependent or slaves. This means that the APs will get the information about which spectrum to be 
used from the GDB and then based on that information, it is able to control the user stations to 
operate on the available portion of the spectrum. 

To share the use of the spectrum and the TVWS map, a protocol called Registered Location Query 
Protocol (RLQP) is used, and the White Space Map (WSM) is used among the enabling stations. In 
addition, the dependent stations can consult this information both to the enabling stations and to 
the RLSS [22]. Because of using this information, stations can intelligently use their available 
spectrum, power and bandwidth resources for establishing communications. 

F. Sensing spectral methods 

A cognitive radio based system continuously senses the spectrum and allocating frequencies to SU 
when a PU is not using it. Hence, it is necessary to detect the free transmission channel in time and 
frequency using a spectral sensing method. That is, a SU has to periodically detect if there is a 
primary transmission in a certain spectrum band, otherwise, execute its transmission [31]. 

There are several methods of sensing the spectrum in cognitive radio which allow determining 
the presence or absence or of PUs in the radio bands. These methods are classified according to the 
type of detection that can be active or passive. The following figure shows the classification of 
spectrum sensing methods. 

 
Figure 7. Sensing spectral methods 

 
In this research, the energy detection algorithm was adopted to evaluate its effectiveness in 

avoiding interference and allowing coexistence of systems in the same spectrums. 

G. Energy detection algorithm 

The energy sensing technique is the most common sensing spectral method to detect channel 
availability [29]. Basically, the method consists of calculating the average power level of the signal 
received in a given bandwidth (BW) and comparing it with a threshold value (λ). 

One of the advantages of this method is that the primary signal is not necessary to be known. 
However, it is required to have prior knowledge of the noise floor level in the channel in order to 
adjust the threshold as accurately as possible. 

Due to its generality, the method is simple and easy to implement, as shown in Figure 8. Due to 
the simplicity of the detector, wrong detections are very common, since only measuring the power 
of the signal, without determining its origin, does not discriminate if it is an information signal or a 
signal of noise, interference or other secondary users [7]. 

 
Figure 8. Energy detector block diagram 
 
If signal to be received is considered: 
 

 (1) 

Where: 
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 Signal to be received 

: target signal 

: Gaussian white noise 

: Sampling Number in time or symbol index in frequency. 
 

Assuming that each of the samples of is independent. For this reason, the correlation 
between the samples will improve the detection technique. In addition, the channel noise samples 

 are also independent, which leads to defining that the samples will also be independent 
[29]. 

The problem of sensing the radio spectrum can be expressed through two hypotheses: H0 and H1 
that they represent the absence and presence of a primary user in the channel respectively. 

 
(2

) 

 
(3

) 

Where: 

: Received signal 

: Transmitted signal by PU 

: Noise signal 

Detection is done comparing the method’s statistical value ( ) with threshold value . There 

are two types of relevant index in this type of detection: the probability of successful detection  

and the probability of false alarm . 

the probability of successful detection is the probability that refers the exitency of PU in a cannel 
and this occurs when: 

 

At the same time, the probability of false alarm suggests a PU is using a cannel when it actually 
does not exist, causing loss of chances to use free channels. This occurs when: 

 
(5

) 

In order to get an optimal threshold value and reduce false probabilities, it is neccesary to 

achieve a balance between  y . 

Considering both hypothesis and adapting to discret time with an index : 

 
(6

) 

 
(7

) 

The statistical value M for energy detection method is represented by the equation: 

 

(8
) 

Hence, energy detector would have two scenarios. When , it is concluded that there is a 

PU using the channel. Otherwise, when , it is concluded that there is not a PU [7]. 

Considering variables  and  as random and independent variables and identically 

distributed with null average and variance , H1 hypothesis can be defined as: 
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(9

) 

One of the weaknesses of this method is that signals are detected by comparing the statistical 
value or energy detector with a threshold value that depends on the channel noise, making it a real 
challenge to select a suitable threshold value to optimize detection and reduce the probability of 
false alarms [29]. In addition, the energy detection technique is not precise, since it does not allow 
differentiating channel noise from interference produced by other primary users, which limits its 
performance in low SNR conditions. 

• Calculation of the threshold and uncertainty of noise power 

 

As indicated above, the threshold level used in this method depends on the variance of the noise, 
for this reason, the smallest error in the estimation of the noise power in the channel produces a 
significant decrease in the performance of the detector. [29]. To reduce the probability of a false 
alarm and improve accurate detection, the threshold formula is obtained from the equations of PD  

and PFA. Considering the Normal distribution statistic for simplification: 

 

(1
0) 

 

(1
1) 

Figure 9 shows probabilities described in the previous equations. In addition, the probability of 

detection failure is observed, which is equivalent to . 

 
Figure 9. Graphic representation of PDF  and PFA . 

 
Taking into account that the energy detector seeks to increase the probability of detection in 

noisy environments through a certain probability of false alarm, it is more important to limit 
interference to a licensed user than to waste opportunities to use the spectrum [7]. For this reason, 
the threshold is solved in function of PFA 

 

(12) 

Where  is: 

 

(13) 

 
(14) 
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(15) 

Inverse or  is represented by: 
 

 (16) 

 (17) 

As observed in the equation Q(x), it is necessary to know the level of the noise floor to set the 
appropriate threshold value to reduce the probability of false alarm. 

In order to set a correct threshold level and guarantee a certain detection probability at certain 

SNR levels, the noise power is considered to vary in the interval  and fulfills that . 
So the noise floor equation is equal to: 

 

(1
8) 

Then the noise floor uncertainty is equal to , and threshold equations will be:  

 

(19) 

 

• Signal – Noise calculation 

The signal to noise ratio or SNR (Signal Noise Ratio) is the equivalence that exists between the 
power of the transmitted signal and the noise power in a channel. This value is measured in decibels 
(dB) and is calculated using the equation:   

 

(2
0) 

Where:  

: Signal power 

: Noise power 

The SNR is a measure of quality within communication systems. A higher signal-to-noise ratio 
indicates good transmission and also allows for greater range and distance. 

III. METHOD 

This section describes the methodology and features of the necessary equipment and tools, as 
well as the considerations that were taken for the design and implementation of the cognitive radio 
system. A flow diagram of the programming carried out in the LabVIEW software is presented, 
focusing on the design of the algorithm for the sensing method for the transmitter and receiver to 
establish communication, making use of the free channels in the UHF band. 

This project was implemented in Riobamba - Ecuador, so the technical legislation and the use of 
the spectrum that is assigned to this city were considered. 

A. System architecture 

The cognitive radio system focuses on 4 well-defined functions, which are: 

• Monitoring TVWS 

• Sensing TVWS 

• Storage of sensed channels. 

• Use of the appropriate frequency channel for the transmission and reception of the system. 

Figure 10 shows the architecture of the cognitive radio system for transmission in the UHF band.  
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Figure 10. Radio cognitive system architecture. 

 
The stages and their function within the system are detailed below: 

• Sensing of the spectrum and transmission, this stage is in charge of sensing the TV channels 
of the UHF band which will be stored for later use. 

• Data storage, the frequencies of the channels will be saved with their respective power, 
after being analyzed by the system. 

• Transmission consists of transmitting a tone signal using the appropriate channel among the 
available UHF channels. 

• Detection of the primary user, if the presence of the primary user is detected in the 
frequency band used, the system will change the frequency to continue its transmission. 

• Reception consists of receiving the signal sent by the transmission system. 

B. Frequency spectrum considered for sensing 

 
For the automatic sensing of free frequencies, it was considered that the system performs the 

sensing of all the television channels corresponding to the UHF frequency band of the TV spectrum, 
it should be remembered that according to the ISDB-Tb standard for digital television, the carrier 
frequency of the DTT signal must be displaced 1/7 MHz (positively) in relation to its center 
frequency of the channel, as shown in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. OFDM carrier arrangement and central frequency of DTT signals. 
 

Due to the absence of digital channels in the city of Riobamba, according to the database of the 
Telecommunications Regulation and Control Agency (ARCOTEL), the sensing sweep for analog 
television channels has been considered. In the Technical Standard for the analogue television 
service and channel distribution plan, the frequencies of the video and audio carrier, corresponding 
to each channel, are established. These values are important to consider later in the design of the 
sensing method to achieve the detection and implementation of the system. 

Table 2 shows the UHF channels with the frequency band of each channel, likewise, the 
frequency values for the video and audio carriers are shown. 

TABLE II.  UHF CHANNELS 

UHF Channels 

Physical 
channel 

Channel 
frequency 

(MHz) 

Video 
carrier 

frequency 
(MHz) 

Audio 
carrier 

frequency 
(MHz) 

19 500 – 506 501.25 505.75 

20 506 – 512 507.25 511.75 

21 512 – 518 513.25 517.75 
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22 518 – 524 519.25 523.75 

23 524 – 530 525.25 529.75 

24 530 – 536 531.25 535.75 

25 536 – 542 537.25 541.75 

26 542 – 548 543.25 547.75 

27 548 – 554 549.25 553.75 

28 554 – 560 555.25 559.75 

29 560 – 566 561.25 565.75 

30 566 – 572 567.25 571.75 

31 572 – 578 573.25 577.75 

32 578 – 584 579.25 583.75 

33 584 – 590 585.25 589.75 

34 590 – 596 591.25 595.75 

35 596 – 602 597.25 601.75 

36 602 – 608 603.25 607.75 

38 614 – 620 615.25 619.25 

39 620 – 626 621.25 625.25 

40 626 – 632 627.25 631.25 

41 632 – 638 633.25 637.25 

42 638 – 744 639.25 643.25 

43 744 – 650 645.25 649.25 

44 650 – 656 651.25 655.25 

45 656 – 662 657.25 671.25 

46 662 – 668 663.25 677.25 

47 668 – 674 669.25 683.25 

48 674 – 680 675.25 679.25 

49 680 – 688 681.25 685.25 

C. Detection method 

Spectrum sensing is one of the main functions of the cognitive radio system. This function allows 
CR system to know television channels are busy or available, which allows the second stage of the 
system to be carried out, which is to transmit a tone signal on the free channel. Precisely, the 
objective of this system is to determine free channels, allocate and the autonomous change from 
one channel to another according to the media access model, which respects a hierarchy among 
users. 

TABLE III.  DETECTION METHODS 

Methods 
Energy 

detector 

Stationary 

cycle 

detector 

Adapted 

fliter 

detector 
Features 

Signal type to 
be known 

Do not 
require 

Require Require 

Computational 
processing 

High Very high Very high 

Detection 
precision 

Good High High 

Implementation 
complexity 

Medium High Very high 

Efficiency 
Analog 
signals 

Digital 
signals 

Digital 
signals 

 
When carrying out an analysis based on the main characteristics of the detection methods shown 

in Table III, the energy detector method is chosen due to the certain drawbacks caused by the other 
method, although it is true that the cycle detector stationary presents a better efficiency in sensing, 
which increases the complexity in programming and requires more computational processing, but the 
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greatest limitation of using this detector is focused on the requirement of the information of the 
signal that is to be sensed, it was also considered Since digital television service is currently not 
available in Riobamba, then the performance of the energy detector is better suited for the 
implementation of the cognitive radio system, taking into account the presence of 7 licensed 
television operators in the UHF band, which allows a better demonstration in the verification of the 
cognitive radio system. 

D. Hardware Implementation 

The system allows the operation and use of communication channels by PU and SU. The concept 
of SU was born in cognitive radio in order for this type of users to be able to carry out transmissions 
in spaces that are not occupied by PUs where the main challenge is to avoid interference. The 
parameter that the system uses to assign channels to the PU or SU is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
To make an estimate of the SNR, the detector calculates the noise power in the channel that is 
added to a simulated noise signal. For the design of the detector system, a pre-established threshold 
value was chosen, since there was no presence of digital channels in the chosen study scenario. 

Access to the medium of an SU depends on three factors. First, the secondary user must know 
TVWS or 'free channels' in the radio spectrum, to be able to carry out transmissions in the empty 
channels. This process is also known as interlacing (interweave). The second involves taking into 
consideration the transmission power of the SU so that they work properly but mainly avoiding 
causing interference to the PUs. The third refers to the fact that the SUs must have the capacity to 
share the same resources as the PUs, considering a simultaneous transmission under considerable 
transmission levels and through the use of coding and interference management methods, which 
allows work above the established level [26].  

 

Figure 12. Proposed Cognitive Radio System. 
 

Based on the previously detailed design, the system that will be in charge of monitoring the 
white spaces of the television channels of the UHF band, storing the data in an Excel file and for 
transmitting a tone signal on said frequency. You will need adequate hardware and software 
equipment to obtain maximum performance and proper functioning of the system. As described in 
Figure 12, the HyperLOG 30180 antenna is connected to the RX2 terminal of the USRP 
(IP:192.168.10.2) using a cable with an impedance equal to 50 ohms through SMA connectors, just 
like the other antennas. It was decided to use this type of antenna since it has a greater bandwidth 
and covers the entire UHF band. In the same way, using a category 5E UTP patch cord, we connect 
this USRP to the Ethernet port of the laptop that performs the system processing through a Labview 
script. The port speed is 1 Gbps full duplex, meeting the requirement of the radio transceiver. To 
this USRP we also connect the periodic LOG antenna to the TX1/RX1 terminal, which is in charge of 
carrying out the transmission stage of the cognitive radio system. 

To connect the USRP (IP:192.168.10.3) to the laptop we use the USB 3.0 to Gigabit ethernet 
adapter, which allows communication to be established at the speed of 1 Gbps through the category 
5E UTP patch cord. Finally, we connect the periodic LOG antenna to the RX2 terminal, which is in 
charge of carrying out the reception stage of the cognitive radio system. 

E. Software implementation 

The programming algorithm of the cognitive radio system developed in LabVIEW is explained by 
the flow chart in Figure 13, beginning with the establishment of the connection with the USRP 
through its IP address. Next, using a for loop, the carrier frequencies of the channel are generated 
and entered together with the USRP reception parameters such as: IQ rate, gain, active antenna, 
etc. During this same cycle, the IQ data of the channel are acquired and the spectrum is monitored, 
generating a frequency graph and calculating the values of energy, power, intensity and signal-to-
noise ratio of each of the channels. 
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Figure 13. System diagram flow 

With the data obtained, the channel, frequency, user absence/presence, energy and power 
vectors are generated, from which they are processed to determine the “freest” channel or channel 
with the lowest power corresponding to the channel available to generate the transmission. Once 
the free channel is determined, the transmission of a tone signal is generated simulating the use of 
the channel for our system. 

Subsequently, this process is repeated for the frequencies of the UHF TV band to determine the 
presence of a primary user on the system's transmission frequency, and if affirmative, the system 
generates a transmission frequency change, releasing the channel. to avoid interference to the 
primary service. The sensing process is continuously repeated to detect the presence of a primary 
user on the used channel. 

For the communication between the code developed in LabVIEW and the USRPs of the cognitive 
radio system, the IP addresses of each USRP are established, which are necessary parameters. Next, 
in Table IV, the IP addresses of each USRP and their assigned role within the system are shown. 

TABLE IV.  USRP FUNCTION AND IP ADDRESSING 

IP Address for USRP 

2932 

Assigned function 

192.168.10.2 Sensing and transmission 

192.168.10.3 Reception 

 

Once the IP addresses are configured, the USRP reception session is opened, through the niUSRP 
Open Rx Session VI function, returning the session identifier that connects to the niUSRP Set Time VI 
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to establish a timing time for the USRP device. , this allows the program to be executed continuously 
and marks the time for the start of the new acquisition and giving the device time to "set" the values 
stored in the buffer avoiding errors in the execution of the program. 

In order to automatically generate the thirty frequencies of the UHF band channels detailed in 
Table II, a sweep of the spectrum was carried out through a for cycle, the same one that for each 
cycle obtains the carrier frequency, configures the parameters of the USRP starts the data 
acquisition process and performs the respective measurements in each of the channels to later print 
the vectors corresponding to channel, frequency, absence or presence of primary user, energy and 
power. 

First the carrier frequency of each channel is generated. The frequencies are stored in a constant 
vector and by means of the index Array function the frequencies are taken one by one for each 
execution cycle, this value together with the reception parameters, such as: IQ rate, gain and active 
antenna. After generating the receiver parameters, the USRP signal is configured to then start the 
acquisition of the waveform using the niUSRP Initiate.vi function. 

Subsequently, using the niUSRP Fetch Rx Data.vi function, it starts processing the received IQ 
data, providing a signal in the time domain at the output of the USRP. 

This signal is processed by decomposing the data into its rectangular components to obtain its IQ 
graph, and in turn; Using the FFT Power Spectrum and PSD.vi function, the time domain signal 
obtained is converted into a frequency domain signal to obtain the frequency spectrum graph and 
calculate the maximum intensity of the channel. 

After this, the energy level is calculated for which a simulated noise signal (AWGN) is generated 
with a noise power of which is added to the signal acquired by the USRP and passes through a low-
pass filter (frequency of cut = 3 MHz) to finally obtain the energy level of the channel using the 
Energy Detector.vi function. 

For the energy detection process, enter the filtered signal from which the number of samples, N, 
is obtained, to then calculate the sum of the square modulus of the N point energies that are finally 
divided for the N samples, giving as a result the average energy of the signal. 

To determine the signal-to-noise ratio, the following equation is used: 

 

Where  is signal average power obtained by the USRP after being filtered and  is total noise 
power (power noise + simulated power noise).  

Finally, the calculation of the channel power is carried out, using the SMT Basic Zoom Power 
Spectrum.vi function, the spectral power average of the signal obtained by the USRP is calculated 
and after being filtered, it returns a power spectrum of real value. This real value spectrum is fed 
into the SMT Power in Band.vi function which calculates the power in the specified band. 

For the software, a portion of the channel was chosen, which corresponds to the channel's video 
carrier frequency to determine the presence or not of primary users. This process is explained in 
detail later. 

Once the energy, SNR and channel power values, have been calculated, they are displayed one by 
one for each execution cycle of the for loop. 

Finally, the measured parameters of each channel are arranged in four vectors: frequency, 
free/busy (T or F), energy and power; which are printed at the end of the for loop. Once the vectors 
with the parameters measured in the UHF band channels are obtained, the channel available to send 
and receive the signal of the cognitive radio system is obtained. To determine the most suitable 
channel for transmission, the channel with the lowest average power is calculated, in other words; 
the channel with the lowest noise floor using the Array Max & Min function, and in turn, using the 
index characteristic of the function, the frequency and channel available are obtained. Meanwhile, 
the vectors are concatenated with the measured parameters to form a matrix that is stored in an 
Excel spreadsheet. 

In this way, the process of sensing the spectrum of the cognitive radio system is executed. The 
stages of transmission-reception, detection of the primary user and the change of frequency of the 
cognitive radio system are detailed later. 
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The algorithm for the detection of primary transmissions in the UHF band is based on the 
measurement of the average power in the video carrier frequency, which has higher power 
compared to the audio and color carriers and is located at 1. 25 MHz of the initial frequency of the 
channel as shown in Figure 14. This average power value is compared with the predetermined 
threshold and the presence or not of primary users in the channel is established. 

 

Figure 14. Analog channel frequency spectrum 

The calculation of the average power of the channel is carried out by SMT Basic Zoom Power 
Spectrum.vi and SMT Power in Band.vi which are functions of the Spectrum Measurements Toolkit 
module of LabVIEW, which allow performing frequency analysis tasks. SMT Basic Zoom Power 
Spectrum.vi is used to calculate the power spectrum of the input signal in the time domain, around 
a central frequency and a specific bandwidth, obtaining at the output a power spectrum of real 
value and the spectral properties. On the other hand, SMT Power in Band.vi allows to measure the 
total average power in the channel or in a specific frequency band. In the algorithm of our program, 
the portion of frequencies in which the video carrier of the analyzed channel is located is defined. In 
addition, this tool applies signal smoothing methods through windowing and, in turn, zero padding. 

Once the spectrum sensing process is carried out, the occupied channels are determined and the 
channel available to be used by the secondary user is calculated from the lowest stored power and 
its position (index) within the power vector. However, for each sense cycle the available channel 
changes because the average power is not constant and varies as a function of time, which would 
cause the secondary user's transmission to change frequency for each sense cycle. To solve this 
inconvenience, an algorithm was programmed that allows maintaining the free frequency of the first 
sensing cycle while the channel is not occupied by the primary user. 

Once the spectrum sensing process is carried out, the occupied channels are determined and the 
free channel to be used by the secondary user is calculated from the lowest stored power and its 
position (index) within the power vector. The position of the free frequency obtained after the first 
sensing cycle is stored in position 0 of the vector index Array. This free frequency will be called the 
frequency in use, which is assigned to the transmitter and receiver to establish communication. 
Then, the same position value is taken to determine the indicator led. 

Next, to determine whether or not the presence of the primary user exists, the LED indicator of 
the frequency in use is compared at the end of each sensing cycle. If the result of the comparison is 
false, the position value of the new free frequency is stored in position 1 of the vector index Array, 
otherwise, the value of position 1 of the vector is taken and overwritten in position 0, with what 
which the frequency change is achieved at the end of the sensing cycle. 

This process will continue for as long as the cognitive radio system is running, making it possible 
to detect the appearance of the primary user on the frequency in use. However, the system should 
wait for the end of the cycle to change the frequency in use. To anticipate the detection of the 
primary user and reduce the frequency change time, an algorithm was added inside the for loop and 
it is based on two case loops that change the transmission channel if and only if the carrier 
frequency is equal to the frequency in use and the free channel led indicator is off, that is, the 
channel is busy. For all other cases the transmission frequency is maintained. 

The transmission and reception system of the secondary user is synchronized by means of a local 
variable called Frequency to use, which stores the first free frequency detected by the spectrum 
sensing stage. As previously explained, the algorithm for the detection of primary users is constantly 
sensing the spectrum, verifying that the channel used by the cognitive radio system is not occupied, 
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if applicable; the change of frequency is generated and, therefore, the value of the variable 
Frequency to use. For this reason, both the transmitting and receiving systems must have the ability 
to reconfigure their frequency parameter while transmitting or receiving. To achieve this, the 
transmitter and receiver were designed based on the instruction examples offered by the LabVIEW 
software to test its SDR functions. 

The transmitter system shown in Figure 15, which begins with the niUSRP Open Tx Session.vi 
function in charge of initiating the transmitter session through the USRP IP control (Tx), which 
contains the IP address of the USRP device, and generates a session ID that connects to the other 
functions of the transmitter. Then the niUSRP Configure Signal.vi function which sets the 
transmission parameter values. For this case, the Enable channels input is defined by a constant to 
define a property node that will allow reconfiguring the transmission parameters on the fly. 

Subsequently, a sinusoidal waveform is continuously generated at a frequency defined by the 
variable “Frecuencia de tono”, which is used to generate the real part of an array of sample data 
being transmitted. In the same way, a 90 degree out-of-phase sine wave is generated to obtain the 
imaginary part of the complex array of sample values to be transmitted. These data enter the 
niUSRP Write Tx Data.vi function that writes the baseband signal to the USRP device, then transmits 
the signal on the selected channel. 

To maintain the transmission continuously, this function is placed inside a while loop that allows 
the block of baseband signal samples to be sent over and over again until the execution of the 
program stops or in the event that the system transmitter detects an error. Likewise, it can be 
observed that through a property node located inside the while loop, the transmission parameters 
are configured and using a local variable (Frecuencia a usar) the value of the carrier frequency is 
reconfigured on the niUSRP Write Tx Data function.vi , thus complying with the fundamental 
characteristic of cognitive radio: ability to modify its operating parameters. 

 

 

Figure 15.  Transmitter system block diagram 

In the same way, the receiver uses a property node inside the while loop to obtain the 
characteristic of reconfiguring its carrier frequency during the execution of the system. Figure 16 
shows the diagram of the secondary user receiver. In addition, unlike the transmitter, the niUSRP 
Initiate.vi function is used, which sends the selected reception parameters and initiates data 
acquisition. 

Meanwhile, the niUSRP Fetch Rx Data.vi function retrieves and processes the sent sample blocks 
in which the data matrix is obtained in the form of a time domain IQ data function. Subsequently, 
the frequency spectrum with its graph is calculated. At the same time, the real and imaginary part 
of the received signal is separated to give the IQ vs time graph. 
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Figure 16. Receptor system diagram block 

 

Figure 17. Front panel of the sensing stage of the cognitive radio system. 

On the other hand, figure 17 shows the graphical interface of the software created to control and 
process the designed cognitive system. In this you can see the reception parameters of the CR 
sensor, measured parameters, the characteristics of the measured channel, in the center; we have 
the graphs obtained from each channel and error clusters on the right side. Finally, at the bottom 
are located the vectors with the channels, frequencies and parameters obtained by the sensing 
algorithm. 

This part of the algorithm is made up of the transmission and reception parameters that are 
entered into the USRP, the IQ vs. time and power spectrum graphs where the execution of the 
transmissions in the free channel determined by the sensing algorithm will be displayed. 

IV. RESULTS 

To start with the data collection in the USRP it is necessary to establish the parameters of the 
sensor, the transmitter and the receiver. All the parameters configured in the cognitive radio system 
are shown in Figure 18. 

For the sensor, an IQ sampling rate of 6.5 MHz was considered due to the fact that TV channels 
have a bandwidth of 6 MHz, therefore a lower IQ rate would cause errors in the execution of the 
system due to the characteristics of the filter. and in turn; a much higher IQ sampling frequency 
generates an excess of samples generating more processing to the computer. In addition, a gain of 
25 dB was established because robust detection is required to correctly determine the presence 
and/or absence of primary users. 

 

Figure 18. Parameters configured in the sense, transmitter and receiver. 
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In the same way, for the transmitter, an IQ sampling rate of 500 kHz and gain of 5 dB was 
configured for the secondary user signal so that the signal power does not generate interference to 
the adjacent channels and only occupies the channel chosen as 'cleaner' by the sensing stage. In 
turn, for the receiving system, an IQ sampling frequency of 1 MHz was established so that when 
applying the transform, the spectrum graph can be better visualized and a 20 dB gain to obtain 
better data reception. 

The spectrum graph of the power spectrum is displayed on the front panel of the program. Figure 
19 shows the spectrum obtained by the USRP for a channel occupied by a primary user or, in certain 
cases, with an average power level that is higher than the threshold level. In this case, we have the 
power spectrum of channel 31 with a bandwidth that goes from 572 MHz to 578 MHz. 

 

Figure 19. Power spectrum of a busy channel 

The spectrum is centered on the 572 MHz frequency and concentrates the greatest amount of 
energy on the video carrier located 1.25 MHz from the central frequency. The system calculates the 
average power in a 400 kHz bandwidth around the frequency where the peak is located, in this case 
at 573.15 MHz, which is the one corresponding to the video carrier. 

On the contrary, for a free channel, the power spectrum does not present any peak at 1.25 MHz 
from the central frequency, showing only the noise present in the channel, as shown in Figure 20. It 
should be noted that the USRP model used for the implementation it introduces a sharp peak at the 
central frequency (frequency 0) product of the DC compensation used by the same device and should 
not be confused with a video carrier. 

 

Figure 20. Power spectrum of a free channel 

The system therefore defines the frequency and mean power of the free channel with the least 
noise determined by the sensing algorithm. Due to the programming logic, the system prints this 
value at the end of the sensing of all the channels belonging to the UHF band assigned to the 
television services and because the noise in the channel is variable, this value can be maintained or 
changed to the channel of each cycle. 

After executing the algorithm, the system determined 9 busy channels and 21 free channels as 
indicated in Figure 21. Channels 23, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35 and 38 were the most constant, staying busy 
in most of the executions, while channels 43 and 44 were variable, maintaining time intervals in 
which no presence of transmissions was detected. 

 

Figure 21. Free and busy channels determined by the cognitive radio system 
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When comparing the results obtained by our algorithm with the list of radio broadcasting stations 
and open television obtained from the ARCOTEL page, it was determined that the system correctly 
detected the presence of channels 23, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35 and 38 that belong to the open television 
stations Canal Uno, TeleAtahualpa (RTU), Ecuavisión, Televicentro (TVC), UCSG Televisión, Oromar 
and Puruha TV respectively 

RADIODIFUSIÓN SONORA Y TELEVISIÓN ABIERTA
Categoria:Infraestructura

Listado completo de estaciones de radiodifusión sonora y televisión abierta a nivel nacional

Provincia Categoría Nombre Estación Frecuencia Canal Area Servida Clase P.E.R.

CHIMBORAZO TV - Televisión Abierta ECUAVISION 563 29 CHAMBO-GUAMOTE-PENIPE-RIOBAMBA Privada 560

CHIMBORAZO TV - Televisión Abierta TELEVICENTRO - TVC 575 31 CHAMBO-PENIPE-RIOBAMBA-GUANO Privada 5370

CHIMBORAZO TV - Televisión Abierta PURUHA TV 615,25 38 RIOBAMBA-GUANO-CHAMBO Comunitario 16035

CHIMBORAZO TV - Televisión Abierta TELEATAHUALPA (RTU) 551 27 CHAMBO-GUAMOTE-PENIPE-RIOBAMBA Privada 7940

CHIMBORAZO TV - Televisión Abierta CANAL UNO 527 23 CHAMBO-GUAMOTE-PENIPE-RIOBAMBA Privada 9817,48

CHIMBORAZO TV - Televisión Abierta OROMAR 599 35 COLTA-CHAMBO-GUANO-RIOBAMBA Privada 5084,1

CHIMBORAZO TV - Televisión Abierta UCSG TELEVISION 587 33 CHAMBO-GUANO-RIOBAMBA Pública 13214  

Figure 22. Licensed TV channels in the UHF band for the city of Riobamba [3]. 

 

On the other hand, the algorithm detected channels 43 and 44 as busy because they exceed the 
established threshold level. However, the ARCOTEL database indicates that these channels are free 
and are not in use by any broadcast television station. However, in the tests carried out, it is 
determined that the power is -16.86 dBm for channel 43 and -17.71 dBm for channel 44, exceeding 
the threshold level of -25 dB established for this test. In addition, the frequency spectrum obtained 
in these channels does not define the video and audio carriers present in the frequency spectrum of 
an analog signal, so it could be some clandestine transmission or interference produced by another 
communication system. 

 

Figure 23. Frequency spectrum of channel 23 obtained by the CR system 

 

 

Figure 24. Frequency spectrum of channel 23 obtained by the spectrum analyzer 

 

Once the first cycle of the CR sensor is finished, the free and busy channels in the UHF band are 
determined and the system takes all the empty channels and selects the one with the lowest power 
as a free channel that is assigned to the transmitter, which in turn is synchronizes with the receiver, 
establishing communication in the UHF band and simulating the transmission of a secondary user 
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within the Cognitive Radio system. This assigned free channel will be used by the SU until the system 
detects the presence of a PU. The system is constantly updated at the end of each cycle. 

In addition to the free channel assignment, the system also determines a second channel, which 
is defined as the Available Channel for frequency change, when the presence of a PU is detected on 
the channel being used by an SU. For the frequency change tests, an EN-206 HD digital modulator 
and a TV Explorer HD ISDB-T/Tb digital receiver were used, equipment that allowed simulating the 
presence of a primary user. Once the transmission of the primary user has been carried out, 
simulated by the DTT equipment, the cognitive radio system detects it, releases the channel in use 
and reconfigures its parameters to continue the SU transmission. To carry out this process, the 
system has the available channel, which is updated at the end of each sensing cycle and is the most 
suitable for SU transmission. 

Due to the fact that the power measured in each channel varies constantly in each cycle, 
execution tests were carried out and to determine the number of tests necessary, the ideal sample 
size was calculated so that there is a more reliable representation of the results, such as it's shown 
in the following: 

 

Where:  

n: size of sampling 
Z:Gauss distribution value 

 (  
p: is the expected prevalence of the parameter to be estimated (If unknown p = 0.5) 
q: is equal to 1 - p 
i: is the expected error (Generally 10% is used) 
To determine the number of response time samples of our system, a confidence level of 95%, an 
expected prevalence of 70% and a percentage of error to be made of 10% are considered. having 
then: 

 

 

 

Therefore, 58 spectrum sensing tests were carried out, obtaining that on 14 occasions the system 
determined that the most frequent free channel is 19 corresponding to the frequency of 503 MHz 
and with an average power of -71.64 dBm. . In addition, channels 46 and 48 also appear as free with 
11 and 9 occasions respectively. 

A. System response time before channel change due to PU detection 

To evaluate the efficiency of the cognitive radio system, it is necessary to determine the 
response time of the system before the sudden use of PU of the channel that an SU is using for 
communication. The objective is to measure the time it takes for the system to make the change of 
frequency from the moment the transmission of the primary user is generated until it is detected by 
the sensing algorithm, therefore, it makes the change of communication channel. It is necessary to 
mention that the time that the system takes to generate the frequency change will depend on the 
moment in which the transmission of the primary user is carried out, since the system senses the 
channels sequentially. Therefore, factors such as: the channel used for communication, the moment 
in which the PU transmission begins and the channel that the sensing algorithm is measuring at that 
moment must be considered. Thus we have two cases: 

• Favorable case: When the PU transmission starts just before the sensing algorithm analyzes the 
channel in use, causing an almost instantaneous frequency change and reducing interference to a 
minimum. 

• Critical case: When the PU transmission is generated just after the sensing algorithm analyzed 
the channel in use, in such a way that the system must sense the following channels and restart the 
sensing cycle until detecting the PU transmission. . This case evidently causes interference between 
the PU and the SU until the frequency change is made. 
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In these two cases there was a clear difference in response time. In the most favorable case, a time 
of 1.07 s was obtained between the detection of the PU and the change of the frequency of the 
transmission channel for the SU. In the most critical case, 41.47 s was obtained for the frequency 
change. These two scenarios are evidenced in the figures below: 

 

Figure 25. System response time for the favorable case 

 

Figure 26. System response time for the critical case 

In order to determine the average response time in the detection of PU and frequency change, 
the calculated sample size was taken into account to carry out the different measurements shown in 
the following table: 

TABLE V.  MEASUREMENT OF VARIABLES 

Sampling 
number 

Response 
time [s] 

Sampling 
number 

Response 
time [s] 

1 3,30 30 16,95 

2 32,21 31 9,13 

3 12,43 32 19,14 

4 18,52 33 21,41 

5 24,19 34 6,17 

6 40,44 35 25,95 

7 18,70 36 10,62 

8 42,55 37 17,30 

9 13,80 38 25,67 

10 30,65 39 11,70 

11 29,19 40 13,33 
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12 23,82 41 27,11 

13 30,53 42 19,27 

14 29,19 43 35,85 

15 8,59 44 42,53 

16 7,48 45 31,88 

17 41,22 46 15,58 

18 8,30 47 25,72 

19 2,46 48 5,63 

20 24,75 49 39,31 

21 38,28 50 8,18 

22 33,31 51 35,57 

23 9,11 52 12,08 

24 17,64 53 26,15 

25 20,51 54 2,03 

26 40,49 55 24,02 

27 7,68 56 14,27 

28 37,17 57 7,89 

29 28,28 58 11,33 

 

V. DISCUSSION 

After analyzing time samples detailed in Table 1-3, it was determined that the average time that 
takes for the cognitive radio system to detect the appearance of a PU and change the frequency of 
the channel used is 21.33 seconds. 

Considering that TV transmissions are continuous, unlike fixed-mobile systems, and that the 
application of the system was executed in a simulated environment, the average response time is 
considerably good, fulfilling the objective of causing interference as little as possible. 

The detection time of the system is 1.5 seconds, this is due to the fact that the NI-USRP 2932 
equipment needs at least 1 second of sensing time to carry out the acquisition and processing of the 
data. Despite this, the system complies with the phases of the cognitive cycle of a CR network, 
which are: sensing, administration, sharing and spectrum mobility, demonstrating that the system 
design is effective and reduces, to the extent possible, interference to authorized users and the 
impact on communication through efficient frequency hopping. 

For all the above, this system has a certain engineering application value and can be used in 
systems based on IEEE 802.22, 802.11af and 802.16h standards to provide different services such as: 
telephone calls, Internet access service to rural areas, positioning services, etc. 

Cognitive Radio presents a great benefit for telecommunications thanks to its ability to optimize 
the use of the radio spectrum, allowing the reuse of blank spaces from television channels and 
providing the opportunity to be used by other systems. 

Although the energy detection method has allowed us to meet the proposed objectives. However, 
it is recommended to be implemented in environments with high noise, since it can increase the 
probability of false alarms, being able to detect free channels as busy channels. 
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